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1.	THREE MODES OF UNDERDETERMINATION

	Three significantly different modes of underdetermination can in theory be contemplated:

•	The Epistemic underdetermination of nature’s laws by the observed phenomena. (Inductive underdetermination)

•	The Ontological underdetermination of nature’s laws by nature’s phenomena. (Nomic underdetermination)

•	The Ontological underdetermination of nature’s phenomena by nature’s laws. (Phenomenal underdetermination)

And all of these possibilities must be contemplated in the larger scheme of things regarding the issue of underdetermination. To be sure, philosophers of science have been principally concerned with the first: the inductive and epistemic mode of underdetermination. But the other two are not only no less important and interesting but even, as I see it, substantially more challenging.
	First, one preliminary observation. Throughout this discussion I shall construe fact-determination in terms of a demonstration that the fact at issue does indeed obtain. A mere demonstration that it is possible that it should obtain, or that its obtaining is likely (at some level of probability), does not qualify in this respect.
	Thus, in particular, establishing that over some realism of phenomena a certain quality may (or is likely to) be lawful does not constitute its determination. Nor, conversely, does the demonstration then give certain laws a particular phenomenon can obtain (or will do so with a certain likelihood) does not qualify as determining such phenomenon. Determination as here construed is something stronger than possibilization or probabilification.

2.	INDUCTIVE UNDERDETERMINATION A FAMILIAR EPISTEMIC PROSPECT

	Let us begin with inductive underdetermination. The observed phenomena can readily fail to determine Nature’s Laws whenever it transpires that our means of observation—of phenomenal discrimination—are inadequate to the realities, be it quantitatively or qualitatively. For instance, a finite number of data-points (which is of course all that we can ever actually secure) can never definitively determine the sorts of generalities at issue in natural laws.
	In inductive contexts observations inevitably underdetermins laws because there is invariably a vast assertoric gap between what observation can provide and what the laws actually claim. And this is so for two very good reasons:

1.	Observation is always episodic particular, and finite, whereas laws are general and open-ended, purporting to tell us what always happens in certain circumstances.

2.	Observation is inevitably linked to what does happen in nature, whereas laws will transcend this actualism to purport to tell us what would happen if.

The gap between finite observations and lawful generalizations in inescapable, and law-underdetermination will smoothly fit into this gap.
	This sort of problem has been on the epistemological agenda ever since the work of Pierre Duhem—if not since the days of David Hume. By this time of day it is rather old hat—​though not, of course, thereby made any less than transcendently important.​[1]​ But since this issue is thoroughly familiar, we shall here focus on the other modes of underdetermination.

3.	THE ONTOLOGICAL UNDERDETERMINATION OF NATURE’S LAWS BY NATURE’S PHENOMENA
 
	Let us then turn to the prospect of an ontological underdetermination of nature’s laws by nature’s phenomena. The idea that the laws supervene on the phenomena is not a merely epistemic conception that is grounded in the convolutions of inductive reasoning. Taken literally, it is an ontological conception. And seen as such it has big problems.
	Granted, the phenomena can rule out the prospect that certain generalizations are lawful. But they cannot of themselves settle the inverse issue of just which ones are. Indeed the ontological underdetermination of nature’s laws by nature’s phenomena is an ever-threatening prospect. Even if (per impossible) we had complete access to Nature’s phenomenology we might still be unable to say what the laws of nature actually are. And this can come about in several ways. One possibility here is:

•	By being accidental. That is, by simply chancing to occur—even as regularities—without there being anything normally necessary or lawful about it.

Granted, the descriptive regularities are determined by the phenomena: they simply are what can be extracted by regularity trawling. But whether those descriptive regularities are actually lawful or whether they are simply fortuitous is an issue that remains to be settled.
	A related way in which the actualities can find to determine the law is:

•	By being skewed. That is, by failing to encompass those cases which allow various laws to come into operation. For the laws take the hypothetical form “If . . . , then - - - ” and that antecedent condition may never arise. Examples would be the laws governing what happens under certain parametric conditions (pressure, temperature, velocity) which never obtain.

	The salient point in this second regard is that those actually occurrent phenomenon would reveal the laws only if they could be extrapolated beyond the realized course of events to the hypothetical range of occurrence in infinite replays of Nature’s history in ways that exhaust the manifold of possibility. And this is just not practicable. Laws have a fact-transcending dimension: they purport not just how things actually stand but even how things would have to be if . . . . And the domain of iffiness is beyond the reach not just of observable fact but of fact itself.
	We next turn to:

4.	THE ONTOLOGICAL UNDERDETERMINATION OF NATURES PHENOMENA BY NATURE’S LAWS

	We now confront the reverse problem of moving from laws to the phenomena and thus come to confront the prospect of the ontological underdetermination of nature’s phenomena by nature’s laws. In this context, one must note that there is a plurality of distinct ways in which the laws can leave the phenomena underdetermined. The available particularities here will specifically include:

1.	Chance. When the laws are stochastic they will govern the phenomena, but not determine them. Typically in such cases the laws of nature would stipulate that when A happens then either X or Y must result, without any determination of which it is to be beyond statistical indications. And while sometimes the outcome is probabilistic, and so admits of stochastic laws, nevertheless there can be cases where no well-defined probabilities are involved. After all, even a random order, is a very special set of order and there can be ranges where the laws of probability do not apply because despite the absence of lawful determination the law of large numbers does not apply.​[2]​ But in any event, a world governed (even partially) by stochastic laws—such as we take the laws of quantum physics to be—will be one which the laws do not and cannot fully determine the phenomena.

2.	Incompleteness (i. e., partial anarchy). The laws may relate to the phenomena the way the rules of chess govern the play of the game: they may canalize them well short of full determination, even as the Gödelian incompleteness of arithmetic means that the axiom of arithmetic govern but yet do not determine the entire manifold of arithmetical fact. This sort of nomic incompleteness is clearly a rational mode of underdetermination. The prospect of his sort of incompleteness arises because the universe might contain regions of phenomena that are simply anarchic—i.e., lawless. There is nothing new about this idea. It underlies C. S. Peirce’s view of cosmic evolution through a gradual conquest of class by lawfulness, and has its origin in the idea of Plato’s Timaeus an ongoing consequent of order over chaos on the development of the cosmos. Such a prospect is strongly suggested by reading down the law-mandated litany of possible drug effects ranging from the inevitable to the common and the not infrequent to a brontosaurus-reminiscent statistical tail of increasingly diminishing frequency.

3.	Symmetry. Yet another sort of situation in which the laws might underdetermine the phenomena can arise through nomic symmetry. For let it be that there is a binary parameter of orientation—up/down, left/right, forward/backward (in space or time)—and that the laws are entirely symmetric as between the two directions. And yet nevertheless the phenomenal realm can be alternative-specific in such a respect. Then it is evident by hypothesi that the laws will not determine the whole of phenomenal reality.

4.	Free Will. A world which contains rational agents whose choices are (at least sometime) autonomously determined by “free will”—is the technical sense of the term—will also be one in which the laws of nature do not always determine the phenomena. In such a world the laws governing the machinations of impersonal nature will sometimes prove insufficient in and of themselves to determine certain phenomena—namely those involving the outcome of the deliberations of the intelligent agents that evolution has brought upon the world stage.
	As psychophysical determinists see it, in situations of decision and choice once all the -variables of physical description are in place, the -variables of psychological description will be fixed. Brain physiology fixes mental process in place through a regard correlation of the mental with the physical.
	Now it can be (and has been) argued that even if this were so and a lock-step correlation between the mental and the physical obtains, this does not impede the prospect of free will because the issue of what free is and dependent variables is not resolved through correlation alone. The prospect remains open that the causal initiative lies on the side of the -variables.
	But there is yet another, more dramatic and yet nevertheless quite plausible prospect. For suppose that those psychophysical laws of action-explanation are probabilistic rather than classically deterministic—just like the laws of physical nature themselves. Then the salient parameters operative in those laws will not represent definite states of system at issue, but rather mere state-probabilities. In this case even if there is individual  to  determination, what gets determined is not the  indications themselves of the system but only their probabilities. But this has drastic implications for the issue of the predeterminabiltiy and the determinability of outcomes in matters of choice and decision. For now as the point of decision approaches in time, even if the probability of the eventually actual outcome approaches unity (1), nevertheless at no time prior to the actual even will that outcome be a foregone conclusion beyond the possibility of an alternative outcome.
	
We finally come to what I see as a most intriguing prospect of the underdetermination of the phenomena by nature’s laws, to wit:

5.	Overcomplexity. This issue pivots on the prospect that the phenomena may be too complex and variegated for the laws to captuare them. Among all these alternatives this is the least familiar, so it is worthwhile to look at the situation in some detail. 











The “world’ at issue here is to be is such that each square of our grid is filled with some letter of the alphabet. The resulting array constitutes the manifold of phenomena. 
	But what now of laws. As I propose to regard the matter here, a “law of nature” is to be a generalization to the effect that some observable condition of affairs must obtain throughout some antural kind of item (be it an entity or a situation).
	In the example being developed there will be two sorts of natural kinds, namely positions and contents. The content-kinds will be the letters of the alphabet. The position kinds will be rows, columns, diagonals (righthand ascending and descending). Here possible generalizations available for laws will have the format:

	•	Every (or alternatively No)    is—containing

All in all, there will thus be a total of

	2 x 4 x 27 = 216

possible laws. Given that a law-complex is a register specifying for each possible law whether or not it obtains, there will accordingly be a maximum of 2216 law complexes. (We can forget about eliminating incompatibilities, because this will not affect our maximum.)
	Observe not that if we extend our gridwork to a square of size N we shall have N x N compartment and thereby a total of 27 N x N possible phenomenal realizations of our microworlds.
	But—and this is now the crucial point—there are of course values of N for which

	27N x N > 2216

There will thus be some point in respect to world size (and thus complexity) as of which there are more possible world realizations than available law manifolds. So even with our rather simple worlds more phenomenal realizations will be possible than there are available law complexes. In other words, at some point the laws will become impotent to determine the phenomena.
	Lawful comportment affords the only and inevitable basis on what we define nature’s taxa of natural kinds. But there just might not be sufficiently many nomic taxa to capture all the facts about nature’s materials. For example, consider any mental sequence of taxa, as per: animals, vertebrates, canines, dogs, poodles, etc. At each level there are lawful generalizations. But there are always some facts about the items at a given level that do not follow from the higher level laws. For between a concrete individual and any superordnate kind—at any level—there is always the prospect of yet another level of generality/plurality. If these conditions obtain then there will always be some features of individuals that cannot be explained (i.e., derived) for any finite body of laws. In the end, each concrete item would have at least some characteristic law unto itself. And what price nomic determination by general laws then?
	Textuality may well afford A graphic illustration of such a case where the laws might leave the phenomena underdetermined is afforded by a digitally and recursively articulated language dealing with a nondenumerably complex world. For consider the entire body of what will reasonably be seen as language-relevant law—the totality of principles of grammar, orthography, prosody, logic, rhetoric, what have you. The entire lot will have underdetermined the phenomenology of any particular text be it a tragedy of Shakespeare of the Constitution of the U.S. The entire body of law is just too small to span the entire range of the phenomena upon which it bears—exactly as envisioned in that previous illustration: However far you choose to stretch it, there is, furthermore, yet another cognate way in which the phenomena can outrun the prospect of law-explainability, namely taxonomic insufficiency. In the end, the finite taxonomies of nature’s laws as we can secure them may well fail to capture the unending complexity of Nature itself.
	As long as the world’s law-structure is recursively articulated on a finite axiomatic basis the prospect opens up before us that the complexity of the world’s phenomenology is such that the law-determination of some of the concrete phenomena will be impracticable.

5.	BUT HOW COULD THE PHENOMENA AVOID BEING LAW-MANDATED

	Yet what would determine the phenomena to be as is if the laws do not do so? Why is it that some particular concrete condition of things should obtain, given that the laws do not require it as against various other possibilities. How could a phenomenal reality possibly get constituted except as the product of the operation of laws that is except via the operation of productive laws? What productive agency is operative in Nature except for the laws?
	What is at work with this line of questions is a deep-rooted metaphysical prejudice—one so that it is almost impossible to shake off.
	The medievals thought “How can concrete reality possibly get itself constituted expect through the creative operations of the deity?” The moderns analogously ask: “How can concrete reality possibly get itself constituted except through the creative operation of natural laws?” But however plausible this supposition that “Only laws can make a world” may seem, it is in fact a presumption that has very little by way of clearly visible support over and above the standing prejudices of well-accustomed ideas.
	To get a better grip on the issue, it is useful to go back to the cosmological perspective of the ancient Greeks as it stood before the Stoics came along to legalize nature. For perhaps reality—like Topsy—just grew and lawful order itself came along—rather imperfectly—in the course of subsequent events (much as Plato envisioned the situation in the Timaeus).
	Perhaps our deep-rooted conviction that the phenomena are invariably the consequence of the productive operations of laws is no more than a deep-rooted prejudice—a mis-reading, if you will, of the Principle of Sufficient Reason. After all, this principle might just possibly—not obtain. There may simply be no law based explanation—no lawful ground or reason—why things should stand this-wise rather than that-wise; that’s just how things happen to be.
	This sort of situation will be particularly telling for someone who accepts two ideas:

(1)	The by now well-accustomed view that all scientific explanation must be based on the laws of nature.

(2)	The idea that the explanation of cosmic evolution has to proceed on the basis of natural laws plus initial conditions.

For now as long as a distinction between laws and initial conditions is accepted, it will be clear that those initial conditions cannot themselves be derived from the laws, and will thereby represent a crucial mode of nomic underdetermination of empirical fact.
	Faced with this sort of prospect, some resort to rather desperate course of evasiveness they seize upon the idea of is a multiverse—that all of those alternatives are in fact realized and that things stand this-wise in the particular universe in which we happen to be. (And why are we in the universe? Just because it is, by definition, the universe in which we happen to be.)




	Still how could the phenomena possibly be accounted for if not through their emergence through the operation of Nature’s laws
	One prospect here is the just-suggested idea that perhaps they simply cannot be accounted for at all. For what is there in this post-theological age to provide us with a principle of Sufficient Reason to the effect that there is a good rational explanation for everything? Perhaps sheer surdity plays a crucial role in the cosmological stage.
	But this line of thought—difficult to refute as it is—would hardly carry much conviction. It is too tempting to write it off as a blind leap into incomprehensibility and obscurantism. So we are well advised to look elsewhere.
	And here we are not entirely empty-handed. For even if one gives up on the explanation of phenomena in the order of lawfulness based efficient causality, we are still not altogether at the end of out explanatory tether. Different orders of explanation are, after all, at our disposal—teleological or axiological explanation to cite only two examples. Sheer prejudice apart, there is really no fundamental reason for dismissing the prospect that those very considerations that explain why the laws of nature—and the natural constants that figure in them—are as is can also be brought into operation to answer the question of why the phenomena are as is.





^1	  	For issues of inductive underdetermination see Pierre Duhem, The Aim and Structure of Physical Theory (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1991), W. V. O. Quine, From a Logical Point of View (Cambridge: Harvard University press, 1999), as well as Martin Curd and J. A. Cover (eds.), Philosophy of Science: the Central Issues (New York and London: W. W. Norton, 1998), and Donald Gillies, Philosophy of Science in the Twentieth Century: Four Central Themes (Oxford: Blackwells, 1993).
^2	  	Consider as an example, the potentially infinite series of 0s and 1s formed by the rule:1. Determine entries by coin tosses (H = 0, T = 1)2. Use true coins A and B where A is loaded to favor H by 2 to 1 and B has the reverse bias.3.	Change the coins used after 10n tosses, n = 1, 2, 3, . . .
